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Name: Date: __/__/20__

Does he not keep on _____________ in spite of himself?1. (guess)guessing

I recollect _____________ to think, to recall facts, to reason within myself,
but in vain.
2.

(strive)
striving

All the answers urge both parts of the community to avoid _____________
ground for scandal.
3.

(give)
giving

Flora could not avoid _____________ something in the shape of an
answer.
4.

(give)
giving

I wondered why it did not join its wild companions in the neighbourhood; for
it was once wild, and there was nothing to prevent it _____________ off if it
pleased.

5.

(go)
going

I have murdered and eaten my grandmother, but I am to escape
_____________ because I am a genius.
6.

(hang)hanging

Little Lucy took a fancy to her at once, and really enjoys _____________
with her.
7.

(play)
playing

That is the way, I think; or why should they keep on _____________ me for
him?
8.

(call)
calling

The men, dashing ahead with all speed, could scarcely stop their dog team
in time to escape _____________ into the open water.
9.

(fall)falling

There would be no half way place for you, you would keep on
_____________.
10.

(slide)sliding

I longed for an agreeable companion in my old age, someone who would
enjoy _____________ with me.
11.

(travel)traveling

A few book-rolls had also come, and Dion enjoyed _____________ their
contents with Barine.
12.

(discuss)
discussing
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So I let them go on; but the next day when I went out again I found that
they had come to the conclusion that it was time to give up _____________ in
that hole.

13.

(dig)
digging

You didn't, how they kept on _____________ together?14. (whisper)whispering

The people in the village avoid _____________ under his window as
much as possible.
15.

(pass)
passing

Then they separated, to avoid _____________ special attention.16. (attract)attracting

Can you imagine me _____________ her to compose begging letters to
her father?
17.

(help)
helping

For only thus can he avoid _____________ the unity of truth and heading
himself toward error and confusion.
18.

(destroy)
destroying

I recall _____________ if the policeman would be at our corner down the
block; he very seldom was there.
19.

(wonder)
wondering

She had played on because she saw that her uncle enjoyed
_____________ at her.
20.

(look)looking
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